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Am I loosing it? Am I becoming to relaxed, too comfortable… I think so.
I was being accused of something stupid. By a stupid elven merchant on a stupid street. I
mean… would I do something traceable?
Reflexes kick in and I try to make it to the first alley…
Then he was there… out of nowhere… the biggest, mean, awesome, bad elf. The streets
cleared around him. And his deadly spiked chain.
I was stunned… outwitted… outnumbered… shocked… flabbergasted… awed… and ordered
to stop. Could I do otherwise?
I mean, even the guards were wetting their pants when they came close to the elf. What did he
say he was…? Evermeet Guardian? What is he doing here anyway!
Yeah… guards… I feel a lot safer now. And I am being arrested… great.!! Too much to do…
it is almost moonfest! Shopping! Why me!
Fortunately the guards realize I am the victim here. They gave me a comfy cell. As far as they
can be comfy…
And then the other prisoners inform me about the law system. Shit. There is someone out
there who wants to see me without hands.
I do hope the others miss me by now and are doing something to get me out of here.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
That evening is judgement day. I think they selected the most unsympathetic, harsh and
ruthless judge they could find. Although I was confident this nonsense accusation would end
in acquittal I did get a bit sweaty… It is not I do not trust Grimwald… but he acting as
lawyer… my lawyer… hmm…
Then the elven merchant points out Reed as the offender. I expected a lot of things to happen.
Not this…
The merchant is kicked out of town.
The others did do a lot of work to find out what was going on and to proof my blamelessness.
Then we have the party. Guess what… the elf is one of the guests…. One of the twelve also.
This is too much… think I drunk a bit too much… to forget perhaps…
Forgot to ask the elf what the fuzz was all about…
Forgot to chase the merchant....
Forget the past…
Then next morning Grimwald tries to find out the truth – with the aid of spells…. Tss…. Too
easy to bypass the magic. Did he forgot I have mind shielding? Too bad my past is chasing
me again.
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